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Connected Living

Our residential solution utilises 10 Gbps fibre 
infrastructure and our sophisticated Wi-Fi
software to provide a seamless user experience 
that is tailored to a multi-dwelling unit environment. 
VostroNet’s Q2 software allows residents to be 
onboarded within seconds of their arrival.

Fast Wi-Fi Mesh lets residents connect wherever 
they are in the building: so they can skype their 
family or stream 4K video while in the gym, the 
pool or their apartment. 

VostroNet Build-to-Rent
Network

Significant cost savings

Seamless Connection

Customisable captive portal
and landing page

24/7 management, monitoring
and support

Security as a priority

Analytics  

Centrally procured internet allows for
significant savings through wholesale prices. 

Wireless internet with our own dedicated
10 Gbps fibre to the building.

Branding customised for easy onboarding and
brand enhancement.

We operate 24/7 network operations and helpdesk
support, keeping residents online all-the-time. 

VostroNet’s platform provides useful analytics
to enhance the management of the building.

Our network incorporates private vLans,
enterprise-level encryption and DNS protection to
ensure residents are protected. 

Deliver fast fibre internet to
your build-to-rent development 
with VostroNet’s tailored 
network offering

Wireless internet with our own dedicated 
10 Gbps fibre to the building.



VostroNet offers two solutions to the developers in the build-to-rent sector:

The VostroNet Difference

Building-wide fibre internet with Wi-Fi mesh
that is perfect for easy coming-and-going of
residents and offers significant monthly
cost savings full stop.

High-speed Wi-Fi connections 
everywhere: in rooms and common areas 
(reception, pool, rooftop, gym) to support 
residents’ connected living.

The solution utilises 10 Gbps fibre 
infrastructure and our sophisticated Wi-Fi 
software to provide a seamless user 
experience that is tailored to build-to-rent 
environments. 

Build-to-Rent Solution

Standard design that provides for fast 
internet to each apartment.

Residential Fibre-to-the-Premises Solution 
provides fibre connections to each 
apartment, connecting to VostroNet’s fast 
fibre network.

Wholesale-only network; retailers contract 
with end-users who receive affordable, 
high-speed plans. 

Residential Fibre-to-the-Premises Solution

We lead the industry in software-defined networks, harnessing software to optimise 

performance and user experience. Our entire network is monitored and maintained in real-time 

through our industry-leading Q2 Software Platform™, proactively resolving issues and keeping 

our customers happy. 
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Key Benefits Summary

Our Own Fibre

VostroNet operates and maintains the infrastructure from the data
centre to the in-room wireless routers, and everything in between

10 Gbps connection to developments

Network monitored 24/7 to ensure residents remain online

Connected Living

Sophisticated Wi-Fi software provides a seamless user experience
around the building/precinct

Enhance the management of these wireless environments with a
customisable captive portal, plus location analytics

Tailored Solution

Smarter Technology

Perfect network solution for the easy coming-and-going of residents

10 Gbps fibre infrastructure and our sophisticated Wi-Fi software
to provide a seamless user experience

Significant cost savings for the operator and residents

Useful analytics to enhance the management of the building

Branding customised for easy onboarding and brand enhancement

VostroNet’s secure network uses private vLans, enterprise-level
encryption and DNS protection to ensure residents are
protected online

Residents can connect to the network from the moment they
walk through the door


